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Abstract – Assistance of the operator’s walking ability while carrying a load is a challenging area in 
lower limb exoskeletons. We implement an exoskeleton called the Unmanned Technology Research 
Center Exoskeleton (UTRCEXO), which enables the operator to walk with a load more comfortably. 
The UTRCEXO makes use of two types of DC motor to assist the hip and knee joints. The UTRCEXO 
detects the operator’s walking intention including step initiation with insole-type FSRs faster without 
using any bio-signals and precedes the operator’s step with a reference torque. It not only reduces 
interaction forces between the operator and the UTRCEXO, but also allows the operator to walk with a 
load more comfortably. In this paper, we present the UTRCEXO implementing the walking assistance 
mechanism with interaction force reduction during walking. 
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1. Introduction 
 
A lower limb exoskeleton is an active mechanical device 

that assists the operator in walking more comfortably with 
loads, or enables persons suffering from paraplegia to 
walk [1-2]. It can be described as a walking assistive 
exoskeleton and an orthotic exoskeleton, respectively. 
There are six important technologies for the lower limb 
exoskeleton: actuator technology, mechanism technology, 
control technology, sensor technology, detection of human 
walking intention technology, and human-robot interface 
technology [3-4]. In particular, the detection of human 
walking intention has been an important challenge in 
developing a lower limb exoskeleton. Walking assistive 
exoskeletons attempt to detect human walking intention 
including step initiation as soon as possible because a 
faster detection of step initiation initiates first step of the 
exoskeleton faster, but also because it allows the operator 
to walk more comfortably [5-8]. There are two types of 
approach to detect walking intention including step initiation 
in the walking assistive exoskeleton: a precedence walking 
assistance mechanism and a shadow walking assistance 
mechanism [9].  

The precedence walking assistance mechanism detects 
the walking intention including step initiation of the 
operator prior to visible movements of the operator by 

using bio-signals. The robot suit Hybrid Assistive Limb 
(HAL) makes use of such bio-electrical signals, including 
ElectroMyoGraphy (EMG), and Floor Reaction Force 
(FRF), to detect the walking intention including step 
initiation of the operator before the corresponding visible 
movements occur [10-11]. As a result, the HAL can not 
only initiate its step before the step of the operator, but 
also precede the steps of the operator more comfortably. 
However, the issues encountered with bio-signals, such as 
low reliability, and long calibration times for each person 
have limited further development of the precedence 
walking assistance mechanism. The HAL has DC motors 
at each hip and knee joint with a harmonic drive placed 
directly on the joints. Additionally, the HAL utilizes a number 
of sensors to operate the suit, including potentiometers, FRF 
sensors, a gyroscope, and accelerometer [12].  

In contrast, the shadow walking assistance mechanism 
detects the walking intention including step initiation of 
the operator after the visible movements of the operator 
occur, such as the heel-off event or the toe-off event. The 
RoboKnee detects the walking intention based on both the 
center of pressure and the heel-off event, when the heel is 
lifted just before the front end of the foot leaves the ground. 
It does so by using two load cells installed in stiff-bottom 
bicycle shoes. The RoboKnee has a linear Series Elastic 
Actuator (SEA) connected between the knee and hip. The 
Roboknee amplifies power at the knee to assist the walking 
ability of the operator [13-14]. The Berkeley Lower 
Extremity Exoskeleton (BLEEX) detects the walking 
intention including step initiation of the operator with toe-
off events, when the toe leaves the ground, by using a foot 
switch installed in their shoes [15-16]. The BLEEX makes 
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use of a number of sensors to operate itself, including 
encoders, linear accelerometers, force sensors, and an 
inclinometer [17].  

These approaches are reliable because they detect 
walking intention, including step initiation, after visible 
movements related to walking have occurred. However, 
these approaches have stronger interaction forces between 
the operator and the walking assistive exoskeleton, requiring 
faster control schemes based on the good dynamics of the 
system. They also require more sensors in order to operate.  

Meanwhile, orthotic exoskeletons must attempt to detect 
the walking intention of the operator including step initiation 
more accurately, because they are intended for paraplegic 
users who cannot provide any motion of the legs and have 
difficulty with stability [18-19]. The ReWalk detects 
walking intention of the operator including step initiation 
by using torso angles and buttons installed in forearm 
crutches [20]. The eLegs detects walking intention of the 
operator including step initiation by using arm motion with 
forearm crutches [21]. 

In this paper, we describe a walking assistive exo-
skeleton called the Unmanned Technology Research Center 
Exoskeleton (UTRCEXO). The UTRCEXO implements 
the precedence walking assistance mechanism for walking 
including step initiation without using bio-signals. We 
analyzed the human gait from a quiet standing position to 
continuous walking using force plates and motion 
capture devices. We implemented the precedence walking 
assistance mechanism in the UTRCEXO with the peak 
time approach and then evaluated its performance. 

We provide details and specifications of the UTRCEXO 
in Section 2. We then discuss the method how to detect 
walking intention of the operator in Section 3. Next, we 
discuss the evaluation of the UTRCEXO in Section 4. 
Finally, in Section 5, we discuss the results and future work.  

 
 

2. Design 
 
Fig. 1 shows an image of the UTRCEXO. The 

UTRCEXO has two actuated degrees of freedom in each 
leg for hip flexion/extension and knee flexion/extension. 
Additionally, the UTRCEXO has two actuated degrees of 
freedom in each arm for shoulder flexion/extension and 
elbow flexion/extension. In total, the UTRCEXO has 8 
actuators. The UTRCEXO provides hip and shoulder 
abduction/adduction without any actuator. Meanwhile, the 
UTRCEXO has a modular design with variants that include 
a lower limb exoskeleton without arms and a whole body 
exoskeleton with arms. The torso section of the UTRCEXO 
consists of a rigid link to match with the spine of the 
operator and a plate on which to hang a load. The 
UTRCEXO attaches to the operator at the waist, each thigh, 
each shank, and each foot by using straps. 

Additionally, there are two shoulder straps with a bag for 
the load. Table 1 lists the specification of the UTRCEXO in  

 
Fig. 1. Image of the UTRCXO ( : 90 W DC motor, : 

150 W DC motor, : F/T sensor, : Insole-type 
FSRs) 

 

 
Fig. 2. System of the UTRCXO. 

 
Table 1. Specification of the UTRCEXO 

Higher Limb Lower Limb  
Arms Body Legs 

Whole 

Length (mm) 700 750 900 1650 
Weight (Kg) 8 3.5 18 29.5 

D.O.F 4 4 8 
DC motor (W) 90 150  
Reduction ratio 233:1 233:1  

 
detail, and Fig. 2 shows the system of the UTRCEXO in 
detail. The main components of the UTRCEXO are 
introduced in the following subsections. 

 
2.1 Actuator 

 
The UTRCEXO has 8 actuators. Fig. 3 shows the 

actuator of the UTRCEXO. The actuator was developed as 
a whole body type actuator, including a reduction gear, a 
motor, a sensor, and a controller. The actuators are capable 
of performing both position control and torque control 
using position sensors and current sensors. The UTRCEXO 
has two types of DC motor: 90 W DC motors at each arm 
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and 150 W DC motors at each leg, with a 233:1 harmonic 
drive gear reduction. The actuators have an absolute 
magnetic rotary encoder (MRE) to measure joint range of 
motion (ROM) of the UTRCEXO from reference position. 
The resolution of the MRE is 360 degrees/12 bits with 
0.09 degrees of error. The motion controller makes use of 
a micro controller unit (STM 32F 103) based on a 32 bit 
ARM M3 core, and its power consumption is 300 W (24 
V, 15 A). The motion controller utilizes an RS 485 
communication line with a 3 Mbps and the sampling rate is 
50 Hz. A current sensor provides further feedback for the 
control system. The resolution of the current sensor is 12 
bits. The current provides a measurement of torque, which 
is driven by the controller to a reference. The reference 
torque for each joint was calculated from an inverse 
dynamics model based on gait pattern analysis of subjects 
measured by force plates [22-23]. 

 
2.2 Sensors 

 
We developed insole-type force sensing resistors (FSRs) 

to detect walking intention including step initiation of the 
operator [24]. The UTRCEXO has only a single two-
channel FSR (FlexiForce 251bs) for each foot, with a 
sensor on the heel and the toe, and a MCU. Measured data 
are filtered using an 8 channel Op-amp filter with a cutoff 
frequency of 1 kHz. The force sensitivity range is from 0.1 
N to 10 N, and the pressure sensitivity range is from 1.5 psi 
to 150 psi. The resolution of the insole-type FSRs is 12 bits. 
The sampling rate of the insole-type FSRs is 10 kHz. 
Additionally, we developed a 3 axis (X-Y-Z) F/T sensor, 
which is shown in Fig. 4. We utilized a binocular tunnel for 
the flexibility of a strain gauge. F/T sensors were installed 
in the footplates of the UTRCEXO and measure the 
interaction forces between the operator and the UTRCEXO. 
The range of force is from 100 g to 120 kg and the 
resolution of the F/T sensor is 12 bit. The sampling rate 
of the F/T sensor is 10 kHz and the cutoff frequency is 
100 Hz.  

 
Fig. 4. Image of the F/T sensor. 

 
2.3 Control scheme 

 
The UTRCEXO detects step initiation of the operator 

using the peak time approach from the insole-type FSRs. 
The peak time approach detects step initiation of the 
operator with two particular ground reaction force events 
before visible movements occur, such as heel-off, knee 
flexion, and toe-off movement [25]. Once the UTRCEXO 
detects step initiation, the human intention detector of 
the UTRCEXO transmits each required joint torque as a 
reference torque to the motion controller using a RS485 
communication line. These reference torques were calculated 
from an inverse dynamics model based on the gait pattern 
analysis of subjects with force plates [22]. The UTRCEXO 
starts to walk prior to the walking of the operator. During 
continuous walking, the UTRCEXO makes a gain selection 
with the walking intention of the operator based on a 
previous step velocity. With the gain selection, the 
UTRCEXO is still being controlled according to the walking 
intention of the operator. Additionally, the UTRCEXO 
detects step termination with the interaction force between 
the operator and the UTRCEXO, as measured by the F/T 
sensors installed in each foot-plate. Fig. 5 shows the 
flowchart of the control scheme. The sampling rate of the 
controller is 50 Hz. 

 

 
Fig. 3. Whole body type actuator. It consists of a reduction 

gear, a motor, a sensor, and a controller. 

 
Fig. 5. Flowchart of the control scheme. 
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3. Detection of Walking Intention 
 
We developed an algorithm to detect the walking 

intention of the operator. We modeled the unit walking 
behaviors of the UTRCEXO as states of the UTRCEXO 
from Moore Automation for Robot Behavior (MARB) [26-
27]. A transition function determined step initiation and 
proper walking behaviors of the operator. MARB A is 
defined as:  

 
 A={Q, Σ, Ω, δ, λ, q0} (1) 

 
For the set of conditions C, and the set of operations Op, 

the elements are defined as: 
 

Q = Op×(C)* corresponds to the set of states 
 
For   q∈Q : q = (id, op, (c1, id1),…,(c|q|, id|q|)), 
       c :: = true | false | (ck o cj) | f(v) ∈ C 
 

where 
 

- id is the state’s unique identifier 
- Op is the set of operation 
- C is the set of conditions of the transition 
- the (c|q|,id|q|) encode the outgoing transitions 
- |q| denotes the number of conditions of state q 
- c is defined as condition 
- o is o∈ {AND,OR} 
- ck,cj are conditions 
- f(v) is the function to judge that the inputs 

 
For any element x of A, the notation xq denotes that x 

belongs to state q. 
 

- The input alphabet Σ = V =(B)|H| 
- The output alphabet Ω = Op 
- The transition function δ: Q×V→Q 

 
δ (q,v) = 

  
( ) [ ]`

k k k kq ,  if c ,  id  in q : id and E c , v true

q,  otherwise

ì é ù$ =ï ë ûí
ïî

 (2) 

 
for q∈Q, v ∈ V.  

 
- The output function λ : Q → Op : λ(q) = opq=(cmdq, 

parq), for q∈Q. 
- The initial state q0∈Q. 

 
In the UTRCEXO, the output range of the 4 FSR sensors 

and the 2 F/T sensors is B = {0,….,255} and H = {h1,.., h6}. 
v ={v1,.., v6}∈V = B6 refers to the acquired data from the 
FSRs and F/T sensors. If the condition is true, the transition 
occurs to operate the UTRCEXO with the output function. 

We previously analyzed human gait patterns from step 
initiation to continuous walking, and proposed a new 
approach called the peak time approach to detect step 
initiation [25]. For the UTRCEXO, we defined the states 
from step initiation to step termination with the acquired 
data from FSRs and F/T sensors. It has a total of 6 states as 
follows: 

- Equipment/Standing 
- Step initiation 
- First step 
- Continuous walking 
- Step termination 
- Walking completion 

 
Walking intention of the operator is detected with these 

states and the transition of these states. The UTRCEXO 
operates with an output function according to the state from 
the transition function. There are 3 commands including 
step initiation, continuous walking and step termination. 
Additionally, there are 2 parameters including right and left. 
The state of the UTRCEXO changes with the function 
described in (2). The transition function determines the 
next state from input alphabet and conditions. The input 
alphabets are values from FSRs and F/T sensors. The 
UTRCEXO detects step initiation using two particular 
events from FSRs with the peak time approach, and then 
walks continuously according to the intention of the 
operator. The UTRCEXO detects the intention of the 
operator for continuous walking and step termination with 
values from F/T sensors. There are thresholds to determine 
the intention of the operator based on human gait analysis 
and trial/error. 

 
 

4. Evaluation 
 
The operators during the evaluation did not have 

postural problems and gave informed consent, approved 
by the Institutional Review Board of KAIST prior to 
participating in the evaluation. The operators’ height (mean 
value) was 1.76 m and weight (mean value) was 73 kg. 
The operators wore the UTRCEXO with insole-type 
FSRs installed in his shoes. They stood with both feet 
and, upon the instruction to walk, tried to step with their 
right foot first with their preferred step velocity. Then, they 
terminated their step when they wanted in limited space. 
Fig. 6 shows the sequence of the UTRCEXO implementing 
the precedence walking assistance mechanism. The step 
velocity of the UTRCEXO in this evaluation was 3.9 km/h. 
There was a 10 kg payload hung on the back plate. The 
UTRCEXO walked, including step initiation prior to the 
walking of the operator according to the intention of the 
operator. 
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Fig. 6. Sequence of the UTRCEXO implementing the 

precedence walking assistance mechanism 
 

 
Fig. 7. Joint torques of the UTRCEXO for right foot 

 

 
Fig. 8. Joint torques of the UTRCEXO for left foot 

 
Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 show the joint torques for the hip and 

knee transmitted to the motion controller. As was mentioned 
in Section II, these joint torques were calculated from an 
inverse dynamics model based on human gait analysis. 
After step initiation, the UTRCEXO walked continuously 
with transmitted joint torques from 0 % to 100 % in the 
gait cycle during continuous walking. The UTRCEXO 
terminated its step according to the step termination intention 
of the operator using the same detection algorithm of 
walking intention. Fig. 9 and Fig. 10 show joint ROMs 

of the UTRCEXO for hip and knee. Joint ROMs of the 
UTRCEXO were similar to the human gait pattern analyzed 
in the previous study [25]. In that previous study, the 
joint ROMs were 0 to 60 degrees for the knee flexion 
and extension and 5 to 40 degrees for the hip flexion and 
extension. Table 2 shows a comparison of the ROM for 
each joint between the UTRCEXO and the human gait 
pattern analysis. Fig. 11 shows a comparison of the 
interaction forces between the UTRCEXO implementing 
the precedence walking assistance mechanism and the 
transparent UTRCEXO for the swing phase. In the 
transparent UTRCEXO, the operator equipped with the 
UTRCEXO walked, including step initiation, without 
any transmitted torques. In Fig. 11, the interaction forces 
indicate the pull force of the operator during the swing 
phase. The interaction forces between the transparent 
UTRCEXO and the operator were 0 to 96 N, while the 
interaction forces between the UTRCEXO implementing 
the precedence walking assistance mechanism and the 
operator were 0 to 49 N in the swing phase. This clearly 

 
Fig. 9. Joint ROM (right foot) of the UTRCEXO 

 

 
Fig. 10. Joint ROM (left foot) of the UTRCEXO 
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indicates that the UTRCEXO implementing the precedence 
walking assistance mechanism reduces the interaction force, 
which means that the operator can walk more comfortably 
even with a load. 

 
 

5. Discussion 
 
In this paper, we presented the walking assistive 

exoskeleton called the UTRCEXO, which implements the 
precedence walking assistance mechanism using bio-signals. 
We evaluated the UTRCEXO and demonstrated that it is 
currently capable of providing a reduction of interaction 
forces during the swing phase with a load. 

The UTRCEXO detects the walking intention of the 
operator including step initiation using by analyzing the 
feedback from insole-type FSRs and F/T sensors, using 
an algorithm we developed based on MARB. We also 
developed a whole-body-type actuator for the UTRCEXO’s 
joints, including a reduction gear, a motor, a sensor, and 
a controller. The UTRCEXO not only detects step initiation 
of the operator with the peak time approach using the insole-
type FSRs prior to movement, but also walks continuously 
with reference joint torques. Additionally, by implementing 
the precedence walking assistance mechanism, the 
UTRCEXO can reduce the interaction forces during the 
swing phase, and also allow the operator to easily walk 
with a 10 kg load. 

However, we implemented the precedence walking 
assistance mechanism in the UTRCEXO with reference 

joint torques calculated from an inverse dynamics model. 
It does not take the operator’s desired step velocity into 
account. Additionally, even though there was a reduction of 
the interaction forces between the UTRCEXO and the 
operator, further reduction would be desirable.  

As a result, future research with the UTRCEXO will 
focus on three areas. First, we will work to incorporate the 
intention of the operator with regards to step velocity into 
the precedence walking assistance mechanism during 
continuous walking. Second, we will attempt to further 
reduce the interaction forces incurred during the swing 
phase. Third, we will measure muscle activity during 
walking using EMG sensors to quantifiably evaluate how 
comfortable the UTRCEXO operator is when walking with 
a load.  
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